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There is no single 
trick to scale a 
differential 
equation solver

SCALING SOLVERS FOR 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
REQUIRES TACKLING THE 
PROBLEM FROM MULTIPLE 
DIFFERENT METHODS AND 
PERSPECTIVES.

YOU NEED TO CONTINUALLY 
BUILD OFF OF PAST WORK!



Goal: Make one SDE solver 
composable enough to add every 
trick in the book (or literature).

… and make that solver fit “any” modeling paradigms.



Overview

u Define a way to model multiscale cellular models
u Build an optimized SDE solver (ecosystem)
u Automatically graft the SDE solvers onto the model through dispatch 

specialization on generic algorithms
u Utilize automatic differentiation for solving inverse problems

But then a few things come for free:
u Generic algorithms give GPU acceleration, distributed support, etc.
u AD support allows for neural (latent) SDE descriptions



Multiscale Cellular Models

Cell gets 
enough 
protein x

Cell splits into two cells



Stiff Hybrid ODE with 
dynamic size and 
stochastic events



Now scale the SDE solvers 
and allow events



Demonstration of RSwM1

Tim
e

X(t) W(t)

Propose 
a 
timestep
h

Propose 
a 
timestep
h

Take a random number 𝑟𝑟 =
𝑁𝑁(0, ℎ)

𝑊𝑊(𝑡𝑡 + ℎ) = 𝑊𝑊(𝑡𝑡) + 𝑟𝑟
Approximate 
the solution at 
t+h

Approximate 
the error at 
t+h

Error is too high, reject!

Propose a 
new timestep

Propose a 
new timestep

Take a random number 
according to the statistics of 

the Brownian Bridge

𝑊𝑊(0) = 0,𝑊𝑊(ℎ) = 𝐿𝐿
𝑊𝑊(𝑞𝑞ℎ) ~ 𝑁𝑁(𝑞𝑞𝐿𝐿, (1 − 𝑞𝑞)𝑞𝑞ℎ)

Push (𝐿𝐿1, 𝐿𝐿2) onto the 
future information 
stack

𝐿𝐿1

𝐿𝐿2

Approximate 
the error at 
the new 
timestep

Error is small enough. 
Accept!

If the stack is not empty, 
pick the new stepsize as 
𝐿𝐿1 and let the new 
Brownian increment be 
𝐿𝐿2.

Approximate 
the error for 
the proposed 
step.

If the stack is empty, so 
proceed normally. 
Propose a new step of 
size h, take a normal 
random number 𝑟𝑟 =
𝑁𝑁 0, ℎ , …

𝐿𝐿1

𝐿𝐿2



Numerical Tests

60x speedup over 
fixed timestep 
methods on a 
simple problem 
Benchmarks 
couldn’t finish for 
fixed timestep 
methods on full 
problem

Generates the 
appropriate 
scientific results 
for the stiff 
model with 
large 
fluctuations

Utilizes Δ𝑡𝑡 = 10−4
to Δ𝑡𝑡 = 10−10 to 
stability and 
efficiently solve 
the equations

Able to adapt 
to stiffness 
strongly 
(pathwise) 
instead of 
weakly (on 
average)



SDE Weak Error (Lotka-Volterra)



High Order Adaptive SDE 
Methods

Demonstrated 3000x speedup on randomly-stiff SDEs

Has been extended to non-diagonal SDEs, with 
implicit methods, stabilized explicit methods, 
methods specialized for small noise and 
commutative noise, etc.

Precompute the analytical solution to the factorized 
Jacobians, preconditioned GMRES, etc. etc. fancy 
programming to speed things up.

Works with the same event system. Integrates with 
Gillespie parts (DiffEqJump.jl) for jump diffusions (see 
the tutorials in the documentation)



Etc. etc. that’s a whole 
talk. This SDE solver has 
details, and you want to 
use it to accelerate 
solutions. Let’s move on.



Now graft the 
generalized 
model onto the 
existing solver 
code

WITHOUT CHANGING THE 
SOLVER CODE!

DONE VIA GENERIC 
PROGRAMMING



Example of a Broadcast-Based Internal



Abstract Type Example: 
MultiScaleArrays

u MultiScaleArrays are a hierarchical data structure with a psudo-linear index

u Each MultiScaleArray has two fields:

u x: The next row down of MultiScaleArrays

u y: Extra values pertaining to the current element

u (end_idxs: a psudo-field for fast indexing)

u The linear index goes through all values and x and y, down the whole tree

u MultiScaleArrayLeaf nodes only have x, and x are values

u Overhead: can be faster than a contiguous array due to cache line handling.
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Usage



Linear ODE On Each 
Cell Add/Delete with 

Events

“Just works” with the adaptive stiff 
stochastic … DE solvers, the 
parameter estimation, uncertainty 
quantification, etc. addons



Accelerate Inverse 
Problems with Automatic 
Differentiation
REDEFINE “NUMBER” TO SIMULTANEOUSLY CALCULATE THE DERIVATIVE



Automatic Differentiation in a nutshell

u Numerical differentiation is numerically bad because you’re dividing by a 
small number. Can this be avoided?

u Early idea: instead of using a real-valued difference, when 𝑓𝑓 is real-valued 
but complex analytic, use the following identity:

𝑓𝑓′ 𝑥𝑥 ≈ ℑ
𝑓𝑓 𝑥𝑥 + 𝑖𝑖ℎ

ℎ .

u Claim: the numerical stability of this algorithm matches that of 𝑓𝑓

u Automatic differentiation then scales this idea to multiple dimensions

u One implementation: use Dual numbers x = 𝑎𝑎 + 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 where 𝑏𝑏2 = 0 (smooth 
infinitesimal arithmetic). Define 𝑓𝑓 𝑥𝑥 = 𝑓𝑓 𝑎𝑎 + 𝑓𝑓′ 𝑎𝑎 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 (chain rule).



Differentiable Programming

u Claim: if you recompiled your entire program to do Dual arithmetic, then 
the output of your program is a Dual number which computes both the 
original value and derivative simultaneously (to machine accuracy).

u As described, this is known as operator overloading forward-mode 
automatic differentiation (AD). There are also computational graph and 
AST-based AD implementations. In addition, there are “adjoint” or reverse-
mode automatic differentiation which specifically produce gradients of 
cost functions with better scaling properties

u “Backpropogation” of neural networks is simple reverse-mode AD on 
some neural network program.



Differentiable Programming support in 
Julia with DifferentialEquations.jl

u I have defined this implementation of automatic differentiation as “the way 
you would change every arithmetic operation of a program if you wanted to 
calculate the derivative.

u The differential equation solvers are all implemented as generic algorithms in 
Julia which are generic with respect to the Number and AbstractArray types 
that are used

u ForwardDiff.jl defines a Dual number type for forward-mode automatic 
differentiation, Flux.jl defines a Tracker number type for reverse-mode 
automatic differentiation. 

u If you put these into these simulation tools, a new algorithm is automatically 
generated that propagates the solution and its derivatives through every step 
of the code.



Calculating the derivative of an ODE 
solver to get derivatives of an ODE 
solution

One call to the ODE/PDE solver
Gives the derivative of the solution
With respect to every parameter.



Sensitivity Analysis VS AD (Adjoints)

u General conclusion: AD already is more efficient than traditional sensitivity 
analysis techniques until you get to 100 parameters (PDEs) where continuous 
adjoint sensitivity analysis still shines. 

u More work to be done on reverse-mode AD to get the scaling advantage with 
less overhead. Tracing-based AD (Jax, PyTorch, Flux, etc.) is unable to scale on 
these problems due to scalar options in nonlinear code. 

u Source-to-source AD (Zygote) doesn’t have these issues, so it’s our next goal.



But advantage: strong derivatives of 
Stochastic DiffEqs



What derivative is it calculating?

u Good question, come talk to me later if you’re curious.

u On SDEs with an analytical solution, it seems to calculate the derivative of 
the strong solution w.r.t. the parameters.

u It’s at least a good gradient for optimization, so we will use it and study it 
more later. Seems like a fun topic.

u Oh, and by looking at the AST of your function we can automatically 
detect the sparsity of your Jacobians/Hessians and specialize on this!



But if we have AD, then 
we are compatible with 
neural network 
frameworks…
𝑑𝑑𝑋𝑋𝑡𝑡 = 𝑓𝑓 𝑋𝑋𝑡𝑡 𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡 + 𝑔𝑔 𝑋𝑋𝑡𝑡 𝑑𝑑𝑊𝑊𝑡𝑡 WHERE 𝑓𝑓 𝑋𝑋𝑡𝑡 𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟 𝑔𝑔 𝑋𝑋𝑡𝑡 ARE A NEURAL NETWORK.

TRAIN IT ON DATA.



Neural SDEs in action

See DiffEqFlux.jl Blog Post
For Code Examples!

https://github.com/FluxML/model-zoo

https://github.com/FluxML/model-zoo


Neural SDEs to solve 1000 dimensional 
semilinear parabolic PDEs

u Semilinear Parabolic Form

u Make (𝜎𝜎𝑇𝑇∇u) 𝑡𝑡,𝑋𝑋 a neural network.
u Solve the resulting SDEs and learn 𝜎𝜎𝑇𝑇∇u via:

u Diffusion-advection PDEs can be transformed 
into stochastic differential equations for high 
dimensional solving (Feynman-Kac, Forward 
Kolmogorov)

u What about more general semilinear
parabolic PDEs? Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman, 
Nonlinear Black-Scholes.

u Transform it into a Backwards SDE: a stochastic 
boundary value problem. The unknown is a 
function!

u Learn the unknown function via neural 
network.

u Solve the forward problem 1,000,000 times to 
get a probability distribution, this distribution is 
the PDE’s solution

Solving high-dimensional partial differential equations 
using deep learning, 2018, PNAS, Han, Jentzen, E



Good Results with Euler, Scale with …?



Conclusion

Scaling software to match the advances in algorithms is necessary for 
handling the ever increasing complexity of models. Scaling software requires 
the ability to compose each of the previous advances together. We will never 
get anywhere if we keep starting from scratch.
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DifferentialEquations.jl

A metapackage of 75+ packages (hosted in JuliaDiffEq), which can:

u Solve ODEs, SDEs, DDEs, DAEs, Hybrid DiffEqs, RODEs Discrete equations (Gillespie 
simulations), and (S)PDEs

u Native Julia methods routinely benchmark 2x-100x faster than classic C and FORTRAN 
implementations (due to cache efficiency, SIMD, etc.)

u Many unique new high order adaptive etc. methods for SDEs (3000x demonstrated 
speedups). Many unique stiff ODE and DDE solvers. Advances in Jacobian reuse, 
numerical linear algebra tricks. 

u Common interface contains bindings for SUNDIALS (CVODE, IDA), DASKR, dopri5, dop853, 
radau, rodas, LSODA, and more

u Full interactivity and mutability: dynamically change the size of the systems using 
rootfinding and event handling, adapt the options, and plot intermediate results



DifferentialEquations.jl Continued

u Type generic: solve equations using arbitrary precision numbers, adaptive 
spectral discretizations of functions as numbers (“chebfun” types), and 
more

u Addon interface includes tools for parameter estimation, parameter 
sensitivity analysis, uncertainty quantification, and parallel execution of 
Monte Carlo simulations

u Symbolic differentiation and automatic differentiation to further speedup 
stiff methods

u Auto-parallelism of the internal methods: use of generic typing allows the 
solver to create multithreaded, multimode, GPU

u Many more features: see the documentation



DifferentialEquations.jl + ApproxFun.jl

u ApproxFun.jl defines the 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 type which discretizes a function into a 
chosen decomposition space and treats it like a number
u It’s length adaptive: it automatically chooses the number of coefficients 

to use in order to specify the function to tolerance.

u DifferentialEquations.jl has ODE solvers which are generic to the 
Number and AbstractArray type which are used.

u What happens if you define your PDE using a 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 as an initial 
condition, define the PDE by its arithmetic (i.e. write down the ODE 
on the function), and hit solve?
u You get some of the world’s first adaptive space + adaptive time 

spectral/pseudospectral ODE solvers. Super efficient. Nobody wrote the 
code. Works fine.



Linear Error Propagation Theory
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